
February 2022 – Patient feedback 

 

• The doctor I spoke with today was brilliant understanding and helpful and the sec 

that booked me in for the phone call was lovely not had this doc or sec before they 

made a difference felt like they cared plus sorted everything I asked about meant a 

lot thank you. 

• Doctor Hebden was fantastic, but the appointment was 30 minutes late making me 

late back to work. 

• Because I was given my phone appointment almost straight after phoning for an 

appointment and I was sorted by the doctor who is monitoring my condition the 

doctor was lovely to talk to and so are all the reception.  

• The dr was very friendly and talked through everything.. explaining why certain 

treatments could be changed.. understanding and empathetic...  

• Very good nurse who answered all out questions and nothing was too much trouble. Service with a smile.  

• Always very helpful and accommodating.  

• David was admitted to the Grove Care Home and your GP very promptly helped him. Many thanks Mrs Ray.  

• Helpful. Understanding.  

• Called today for blood test after l arrived the man for blood called to collect samples and told to take them even though they knew I was there for bloods when I 

went in to see the nurse I was told I could not have the sample taken because the collection had been made. luckily I can go to the hospital for samples to be taken.  

• Friendly, warm and efficient.  

• Called mid morning as expected. Very friendly, listened, fair summary. 

•  Every time I have rung up they have been very helpful.  

• The nurse and Doctor were very good.  



• They went the extra mile talking care of my baby.  

• The nurse was very helpful today and explained all my questions to me.  

• The practice nurse was very professional and friendly.  

• Seen on time. Nurse very pleasant and professional.  

• Because l was pleased with the service l received.  

• The nurse I saw today was so friendly and kind. She took the time to speak to me and answer any questions I had - which made me at ease and comfortable in her 

care. She was also very professional and discrete. Not only this, she then took the time to chase up on some bloods I had taken a few weeks. Thank you.  

• For the professional care I received from you today.  

• Polite staff, quick return of phone call xx  

• Overall good , could be better with face to face rather than phone call.  

• I have found staff and doctors courteous and helpful.  

• Problem with blood sample last week rang me 9 am sorted 9-30 am.  

• I was treated by the nurse very professionally, she was easy to talk to and she came over as a very caring person enjoying her job. She cheered me up. I went home 

feeling someone cared.  

• Rang on time and sorted quickly.  

• Dr was very thorough and explained well. 

 


